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Disappeared

C.J. Box

9781784973186   €16.50     ____

Head of Zeus

FICTION

A rich English woman has arrived in

Wyoming and gone missing. The

state governor needs her 

disappearance investigated quietly

and Joe's the man for the job. But

then Joe discovers a pattern of 

missing women.

Die Last

Tony Parsons

9781784755331     €9.50    ____

Vintage

A refrigerated lorry is found parked in

the heart of London's Chinatown. 

Inside twelve women are discovered -

all dead from hypothermia. But when

DC Max Wolfe looks in the cab of

truck, he finds thirteen passports. One

woman has survived. Where is she?

And what sort of danger is she in? 

Ivy and Abe

Elizabeth Enfield

9780718185022     €14.99    ____

Joseph Michael

Seven Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle

Stuart Turton

9781408889541      €14.99   ____

Bloomsbury

Perfect Stranger

Megan Miranda

9781786492883    €14.50    ____

Atlantic

Two people. One love story. A million

possibilities.

A brilliantly original high concept

murder mystery from a fantastic new

talent: Gosford Park meets Inception,

by way of Agatha Christie's Murder

on the Orient Express.

What happens when your best friend

becomes your worst nightmare...

Having reached a dead end in Boston,

failed journalist Leah Stevens needs a

change. When she runs into an old

friend, Emmy Grey, who is moving to

rural Pennsylvania, Leah decides to

join her. But their fresh start is quickly

threatened..

Seventeen

Hideo Yokoyama

9781786484611     €16.50    ____

Quercus

Night Moves

Jonathan Kellerman

9781472206558    €17.50     ____

Headline

Memory Chamber

Holly Cave

9781786485366     €14.99 ____

Quercus

Girl in the Woods

Camilla Lackberg

9780007518388   €14.50    ____

Harper Collins

Alex works with the police to help

solve the most complex of crimes in

Los Angeles, city of illusions, glamour

and infamy.An affluent family returns

home from Sunday dinner only to

find the murdered and brutalized

corpse of a total stranger in their

house. 

The Memory Chamber is a thrilling and

original story which vaults the reader

into a world that is terrifyingly close to

our own, where we can avoid 

everything we fear - even death itself.

But can we ever escape the truth?

Swedish crime sensation Camilla 

Lackberg's new psychological thriller

featuring Detective Patrik Hedstrom

and Erica Falck - irresistible for fans of

Stieg Larsson and Jo Nesbo.

Weigh of Him

Ethel Rohan

9781786491923   €8.99     ____

Atlantic

The Weight of Him is an 

unforgettable, big-hearted novel

about loss and redemption, and what

can be achieved when an everyday

hero finds the courage to try to 

better his world.

The Kremlin’s Candidate

Jason Matthews

9780718181086      €14.99   ____

Joseph Michael

In the finale of the RED SPARROW 

trilogy, a forbidden love affair 

continues, mortally dangerous, but 

irresistible. 

Everyone has secrets.Sophia's parents

lead quiet, unremarkable lives. At least

that is what she's always believed.

Until the day she arrives at her 

childhood home to find a house ringing

with silence. Her mother is hanging

from a tree. Her father is lying in a pool

of his own blood, near to death...

Everything is Lies

Helen Callaghan

9780718182670    €14.99   ____

Joseph Michael



Consent

Leon Benedictus

9780571335893     €14.99    ____

Faber & Faber

There are two sides to every love

story... Anna Cole may have grown

up poor, but her mother's love

made her feel rich every day. When

she died, Anna's world shattered. 

Anna: One Love, Two Stories

Amanda Prowse

9781788542067     €13.50    ____

Head of Zeus

Mrs. Fletcher

Tom Perrotta

9781472153814     €16.50  ____

Corsair

This magnetic book pulls you in its

wake even as you resist its force.

Sometimes you don't want to know

what's next...

FICTION

Murder Pit

Mick Finlay

9780008214760     €14.50   ____

Harper Collins

Sharp, witty, and provocative, Mrs.

Fletcher is a timeless examination of

sexuality, identity, parenthood, and the

big clarifying mistakes people can make

when they're no longer sure of who

they are or where they belong.

1896: A missing daughter. Three dead

children. A sinister connection 

between a farm and an asylum.

Baltimore Boys

Joel Dicker

9780857056887   €10.50   ____

Quercus

Fresh from the staggering success of

The Truth about the Harry Quebert

Affair, Marcus Goldman is struggling

to write his third novel. A chance 

encounter in Florida throws him

some inspiration from a surprising

source:

*Inheritance

Ally Bunbury

9781781998403    €9.99   ____

Poolbeg

Gallery of the Dead

Chris Carter

9781471156359    €16.50   ____

S&S

Country Escape

Katie Fforde

9781780890906  €14.50    ____

Cornerstone

*Silence Under A Stone

Norma MacMaster

9781781620441     €14.50   ____

Transworld

Rooster Bar

John Grisham

9781473679412   €17.50   ____

Hodder

Spare and Found Parts

Sarah Maria Griffin

9781785657054    €9.99    ____

Titan

Warm, funny and wonderfully 

romantic, this is Katie Forde at her

very best.

Written in startlingly beautiful prose,

Norma MacMaster's Silence Under a

Stone is an intimate, deeply moving

human story, where sometimes the price

of an unyielding faith is too great to bear.

In Deep Water

Sam Blake

9781785760808     €8.99   ____

Bonnier

Cat Connolly is back at work. 

Struggling to adjust to the physical

and mental scars, her workload once

again becomes personal when her

best friend Sarah Jane, daughter of a

Pulitzer-winning American journalist,

goes missing.



Hoarder

Jess Kidd

9781782118510   €12.50   ____

Canongate

Maud Drennan - underpaid carer and

unintentional psychic - is the latest in a

long line of dogsbodies for the ancient,

belligerent Cathal Flood. Yet despite

her best efforts, Maud is drawn into

the mysteries concealed in his filthy,

once-grand home. 

One Bad Turn

Sinead Crowley

9781784293451    €9.50   ____

Quercus

Surprise Me

Sophie Kinsella

9780593074817   €15.50    ____

Bantam

How could your good friend become

your worst enemy? Being held hostage

at gunpoint by her childhood friend is

not Dr Heather Gilmore's idea of a good

day at work. It only gets worse when

she hears that her nineteen-year-old

daughter Leah has been kidnapped.

FICTION

Great Alone

Kristin Hannah

9781447286004    €15.50   ____

Macmillan

Alaska, 1974. Untamed. 

Unpredictable. A story of a family in

crisis struggling to survive at the edge

of the world, it is also a story of young

and enduring love.

Unsuitable Match

Joanna Trollope

9781509823499   €15.50   ____

Macmillan

Rose Woodrowe has just got engaged

to Tyler Masson - a wonderful, 

sensitive man who is head-over-heels

in love with her. The only problem?

This isn't the first time for either of

them, and their five grown-up 

children have strong opinions on the

matter . . .

Earlie King & the Kid in Yellow

Danny Denton

9781783783656    €14.50   ____

Granta

Don’t Skip Out on Me

Willy Vlautin

9780571301645   €16.50   ____

Faber & Faber

Melody

Jim Crace

9781509841370     €15.50    ____

Macmillan

Ireland is flooded, derelict. It never stops

raining. The Kid in Yellow has stolen the

babba from the Earlie King. Why? 

Something to do with the King's 

daughter, and a talking statue, something 

godawful. And from every wall the King's

Eye watches. And yet the city is full of

hearts-defiant-sprayed in yellow, the

mark of the Kid. It cannot end well. Can

it? 

Exploring the fringes of contemporary

America, Don't Skip Out on Me is an ex-

traordinary work of compassion - a

novel about the need for human 

connection and understanding - and

essential reading, now more than ever.

The Melody by Jim Crace is a story

about grief and ageing, about 

reputation and the loss of it, about love

and music and the peculiar way myth

seeps into real life. And it is a political

novel too - a rallying cry to protect

those we persecute. 

Story of Our Lives

Helen Warner

9780008202651      €14.50   ____

Harper Collins

Children Act

Ian McEwan

9781784705572    €9.99   ____

Vintage

Secret Garden

Katie Fforde

9780099579366    €8.99   ____

Arrow/Vintage

Four friends. Twenty years. One

powerful secret.
Fiona Maye, a leading High Court

judge, renowned for her fierce 

intelligence and sensitivity is called on

to try an urgent case. She visits the

boy in hospital - an encounter which

stirs long-buried feelings in her and

powerful new emotions in the boy.

Lorna and her friend Philly work 

together in the grounds of a beautiful

manor house in the Cotswolds. But

even though they are surrounded by

family and friends, the door to true

love remains resolutely closed. Could

their discovery of a secret garden

mean this is about to change?

Image of You 

Adele Parks

9781472205575     €9.50  ____

Headline

Can you ever trust someone you meet

online? Anna and Zoe are twins. 

Identical in appearance, utterly 

different in personality, they share a

bond so close that nothing - or no one -

can rip them apart.Until Anna meets

charismatic Nick.



Trip of a Lifetime

Monica McInerney

9781405932813     €8.99   ____

Penguin

Horace Winter Says Goodbye

Conor Bowman

9781473641792  €9.50    ____

Hodder

Carnivalesque

Neil Jordan

9781408881354     €10.50  ___

Bloomsbury

Meet Horace Winter and fall in love

with life again in this bestselling novel - 

perfect reading for fans of Eleanor

Oliphant is Completely Fine.

FICTION

Blood Miracles

Lisa McInerney

9781444798920   €10.50    ____

Arrow/Vintage 

It looked like any other carnival, but of

course it wasn't... It had its own little

backstreets, its alleyways of hanging

bulbs and ghost trains and Punch and

Judy stands ... And at the end of one he

saw the Hall of Mirrors.  Drawn to the

hall of mirrors, Andy enters and is 

hypnotised by the many selves staring

back at him. 

The second novel from the author of

the Baileys Prize-winning The Glorious

Heresies

Anything is Possible

Elizabeth Strout

9780241248799    €9.99   ____

Hamilton

Anything is Possible tells the story of

the inhabitants of rural, dusty 

Amgash, Illinois, the hometown of

Lucy Barton, a successful New York

writer who finally returns, after 

seventeen years of absence, to visit

the siblings she left behind. 

Exit West

Mohsin Hamid

9780241979068    €9.99    ____

Hamilton

Reservoir 13

Jon McGregor

9780008204891   €10.50     ____

Harper Collins

We Own the Sky

Luke Allnutt

9781409172277    €14.99    ____

Orion

Reservoir 13 tells the story of many

lives haunted by one family's loss.
An irresistible story about love, loss

and finding hope - against all odds.

Restless Souls

Dan Sheehan

9781474605861    €14.99    ____

Weidenfeld

What Happened That Night

Sheila O’Flanagan

9781472235350    €9.50   ____

Headline

Force of Nature

Jane Harper

9781408711019     €14.99     ____

Little Brown

Letters to my Daughters

Emma Hannigan

9781473660052   €15.50    ____

Hodder

RESTLESS SOULS is a stunning 

literary debut set between 

down-on-its-luck Dublin, besieged

Sarajevo, and the American West

Coast.

Can we ever put right the mistakes we

made in the past? Nothing stays a 

secret for ever ...

The best in compulsive literary

crime, from the author of the 

Sunday Times top ten bestseller, The

Dry.

Throughout their lives, the three Brady

sisters have always been closer to their

nanny May than to their own mother,

Martha a busy midwife. May always

thought of them as her daughters so

when she dies suddenly, the sisters are

left devastated -- especially when they

learn that letters intended for them

from May with final words of advice and

love have gone missing.But what words

of advice could the sisters need?



Year that Changed Everything

Cathy Kelly

9781409153726   €14.99     ____

Orion

The brilliantly heartwarming and life-

affirming new novel from bestselling 

author Cathy Kelly.

Fragile Things - Tie In

Neil Gaiman

9781472250964   €10.50   ____

Headline

While You Sleep

Stephanie Merritt

9780008248215   €4.50   ____

Harper Collins

Neil Gaiman's extraordinary FRAGILE

THINGS is a collection of dazzling stories

featuring HOW TO TALK TO GIRLS AT

PARTIES, soon to be a major film release. 

FICTION

Blinds

Adam Sternbergh

9780571341290      €8.99   ____

Faber & Faber

A pacy, chilling psychological thriller,

set to reinvent the genre.
Imagine a place populated by criminals -

people plucked from their lives, with

their memories altered, who've been

granted new identities and a second

chance.

London Rules

Mick Herron

9781473657380     €16.50 ____

Hodder

London Rules might not be written

down, but everyone knows rule one.

Cover your arse.Regent's Park's First

Desk, Claude Whelan, is learning this

the hard way. Tasked with 

protecting a beleaguered prime 

minister, he's facing attack from all 

directions himself: 

Defectors

Joseph Kanon

9781471162640       €9.99  ____

S&S

Switch

Joseph Finder

9781786693860   €8.99    ____

Head of Zeus

Wife

Alafair Burke

9780571328185     €14.99   ____

Faber & Faber

From the bestselling author of Leaving

Berlin and Istanbul Passage comes a

thrilling and richly imagined novel

about the life of an American spy who

defected to Moscow when his cover

was blown in the early days of the Cold

War.

Michael Tanner is heading home when

he accidentally picks up the wrong l

aptop from security. The owner is US

senator Susan Robbins, and her laptop

contains top secret files that should

never be on there in the first place.

And Senator Robbins is not the only

one who wants the laptop back... 

Suddenly, Tanner is a hunted man.

When Angela met Jason Powell,

while catering a function in the

Hamptons, she assumed their 

romance would be a short-lived

fling, but to her surprise, Jason, a

brilliant economics professor at

NYU, had other plans, and they 

married the following summer.

Sunday Morning Coming Down

Nicci French

9781405918633     €9.50____

Penguin

Secrets in Death

J.D. Robb

9780349415819     €10.50    ____

Abacus

In the chilling seventh instalment of

the bestselling, critically acclaimed

Frieda Klein series, evil looms but this

time it's far too close to home . . . 

Number 45 in the number one 

internationally bestselling In Death

series featuring Lieutenant Eve 

Dallas and her husband, Roarke.

Persons Unknown

Susie Steiner

9780008123376    €8.99    ____

Harper Collins

After she Vanished

S.A. Dunphy

9781473655201   €9.50  ____

Hodder

A chilling novel about how our 

darkest fears are the ones we must

face.

A brutal murder. A detective with no

one left to trust. A detective out of her

depth. DI Manon Bradshaw's world is

turned upside down when the victim

turns out to be closer to her than she

could have guessed. 



Lying Game

Ruth Ware

9781784704353     €8.99   ____

Vintage

It isn't a game when somebody dies . . .

Isa drops everything, takes her baby

daughter and heads straight to Salten.

At school Isa and her three best friends

used to play the Lying Game. Something

which will force Isa to confront her past,

together with the three women she

hasn't seen for years, but has never 

forgotten. . .

Look for Me

Lisa Gardner

9781780897707   €14.50   ____

Cornerstore

Store

James Patterson

9781784753818    €9.50   ____

Vintage

Detective DD Warren and Flora Dane are

in a race against time to save a young

girl's life - or bring her to justice. A family

home has become a crime scene. Five

people are involved: four of them have

been savagely murdered; one - a sixteen-

year-old girl - is missing. Was she lucky to

have escaped? 

FICTION

17th Suspect

James Patterson

9781780895222      €16.50   ____

Cornerstone

The Store doesn't just want your

money it wants your soul. New York

writers whose livelihood is on the brink

of extinction, Jacob and Megan are

going undercover to dig up The Store's 

secrets in a book that could change the

entire American way of life.

Don’t Let Go

Harlan Coben

9781780896212     €15.50 ____

Cornerstone

Mistaken identities, dark family 

secrets and mysterious conspiracies

lie at the heart of this gripping new

thriller. Now Nap is a cop - but he's a

cop who plays by his own rules, and

who has never made peace with his

past.

Edge of Darkness

Karen Rose

9781472245854    €9.50  ____

Headline

Insidious Intent

Val McDermid

9780751568240    €9.50    ____

Warner

The fourth and final book in Karen

Rose's nail-biting Cincinnati Series 

revisits your favourite characters 

battling crime in the city's dark 

underbelly. 

Val McDermid returns with her

pulse-pounding, suspenseful new

novel featuring two of the most 

distinctive and iconic characters in

crime fiction: Tony Hill and Carol 

Jordan.

Dark in Death

J.D. Robb

9780349417868    €14.99   ____

Abacus

Book 46 in the number one 

bestselling In Death series - Eve 

Dallas and Roarke return in a 

gripping and unique case, where 

fact is even stranger than fiction...

Game of Ghosts

John Connolly

9781473641907     €9.50 ____

Hodder

It is deep winter. The darkness is 

unending.The private detective

named Jaycob Eklund has vanished,

and Charlie Parker is dispatched to

track him down.

Annihilation Tie In

Jeff Vandermeer

9780008263348    €9.99  ____

Harper Collins

Black Mirror

Charlie Brooker

9781785037832    €14.50    ____

Ebury

Welcome to Area X. An Edenic

wilderness, an environmental 

disaster zone, a mystery for thirty

years. The inspiration for the major

motion-picture starring Natalie 

Portman and Oscar Issac.

Bring Me Back

B.A. Paris

9780008244873    €8.99   ____

Harper Collins

The Disappearance: Twelve years

ago Finn's girlfriend disappeared.

The Suspicion: He told the police the

truth about that night.Just not quite

the whole truth. The Fear: Now Finn

has moved on.But his past won't stay

buried...



Hidden Lives

Judith Lennox

9781472224002     €17.50     ____

Headline

A surprise inheritance reveals the 

hidden lives of two sisters, torn apart

by tragedy...

Wicked Cometh

Laura Carlin

9781473661387    €14.99   ____

Hodder

Taste of Blue Light

Lydia Ruffles

9781444936766      €9.50   ____

Hodder

The Wicked Cometh will take readers

on a heart-racing journey through

backstreets swathed with fog to richly

curtained, brightly lit country houses;

from the libraries and colleges of 

gentlemen, all told through the eyes of

a heroine with nothing to lose.

FICTION

Last Tudor

Philippa Gregory

9781471133077    €9.99   ____

S&S

An incandescent, soul-searching story

about a broken young woman's search

for a truth buried so deep it threatens

to consume her, body and mind.

From the Number One Sunday Times

bestselling author, a riveting new Tudor

story featuring Lady Jane Grey.

Woman in the Wood

Lesley Pearse

9781405921084   €8.99 ____

Penguin

Fifteen-year-old twins Maisy and 

Duncan Mitcham have always had

each other. Until the fateful day in the

wood . . .

Lincoln in the Bardot

George Saunders

9781408871775   €10.50  ____ 

Bloomsbury

Againest All Odds

Danielle Steel

9781509800223    €8.99 ____ 

Macmillan

House Full of Secrets

Zoe Miller

9781473664609    €9.50   ____

Hodder

Kate Madison's stylish second-hand

clothing shop has been a big success

in New York, supporting her and her

four kids since her husband's un-

timely death. Now, her children have

grown up and are ready to forge lives

of their own. They all choose to play

against the odds, much to their

mother's dismay . . . 

Have the sins of the past returned to

haunt the Blake family?

Our Little Secret

Claudia Carroll

9780008140762    €8.99 ____

Headline

A sparkling story about what 

happens when you let someone into

your life... but they turn out to want

more than you'd bargained for!

American Gods

Gaiman & Russell

9781472251367    €23.50 ____

Headline

Martin.Shadow Moon gets out of jail

only to discover his wife is dead. 

Defeated, broke and uncertain where to

go from here, he meets the mysterious

Mr. Wednesday, who employs him to

serve as his bodyguard - thrusting

Shadow into a deadly world where

ghosts of the past come back from the

dead, and a god war is imminent.



Also Human 

Caroline Elton 

9781785150913   €18.05 ____

Arrow/Vintage

*365 Grace Before Meals 

Eamonn Conway 

9781782183259     €9.99 ____

Columba 

*Time of Your Later Life

Declan Lyons 

9781786050533    €15.00    ____

Orpen Press

NON FICTION

The Time of Your Later Life is a guide 

to help older people explore new 

possibilities and write new life 

narratives in the process of growing

older. 

The Good Mothers 

Alex Perry 

9780008222116     €16.50   ____

Hamilton

*Debating the Eight 

Conor O’Riordan

9781786050502     €17.00 ____

Orpen Press 

Terracotta Warriors 

Edward Burman 

9781474606097      €17.50  ____

Weidenfeld

You are born into it or marry in. 

Loyalty is absolute, bloodshed

revered and you kill or go to your

grave before betraying The Family.

This code of omertà is how the

'Ndrangheta became the world’s

most powerful mafia. The Good

Mothers is the story of the women

who broke the silence.

Terracotta Warriors seeks to examine

one of China's most famous 

archaeological discoveries in light of

these new findings. The book begins

with the discovery of the terracotta

warriors and then tells the history of

the Qin Dynasty and as much as is

known about the construction of the

3rd century BCE mausoleum based on

the work of the historian Sima Qian

(145-90 BCE). 

Debating the Eighth is unique in 

providing both sides of the debate

with an equal platform to put forward

their arguments. Its contributors 

include two women with personal 

experience of abortion, a person with

Down s syndrome and a Catholic priest

arguing from a pro-choice perspective.

Built Hidden Stories 

Roma Agawal 

9781408870358   €15.60  ____

Bloomsbury 

*Dissenting Spirit 

Peadar McArdle 

9780995792746   €19.95  ____

Liffey Press

Almighty Dollar 

Dharshini David 

9781783963768      €18.10  ____

Elliot & Thomson 

An incisive new take on popular eco-

nomics: follow a dollar on its journey

around the world

Everything I Know About Love 

Dolly Alderton

9780241322710    €14.50   ____

Hamilton

A spot-on, wildly funny and 

sometimes heart-breaking book

about growing up, growing older

and navigating all kinds of love

along the way

*John Redmond National Leader PB

Dermot Meleady 

9781785371547   €17.99   ____

Merrion (IAP)

Imagine you woke up one morning to

find everything created by engineers

had disappeared. What would you

see?No cars, no houses; no phones,

bridges or roads. No tunnels under

tidal rivers, no soaring skyscrapers.

The impact that engineering has had

on the human experience is 

undeniable, but it is also often 

invisible.

Living the Life 

Tricia Cusden 

9781409172697     €23.50   ____

Orion 

Living the Life More Fabulous is an 

irresistible guide to feeling great, 

whatever your age. Featuring topics such

as beauty, style, confidence and health it

provides advice on how to live an 

engaged life and keep an active mind.



Educated 

Tara Westover 

9781786330529     €14.99  ____

Cornerstone

EDUCATED is an account of the

struggle for self-invention. It is a

tale of fierce family loyalty, and of

the grief that comes with the 

severing of the closest of ties. 

Win Win 

Joanne Lipman 

9781473627024     €16.50     ____

Hodder

Song for Bridget 

Phyllis Whitsell

9781907324130     €14.50   ____

Mirror Books 

NON FICTION

Based on the real life of Bridget Mary

Larkin, aka Tipperary Mary. 

Love & Trouble 

Claire Dederer

9781472231178   €17.50    ____

Headline 

The Rules Do Not Apply 

Ariel Levy 

9780349005324    €10.50  ____

Abacus 

Operation Thunderbold Film Tie In

Saul David 

9781473656802   €11.50    ____

Hodder

Berlin 1936

Oliver Hilmes 

9781847924346    €15.65  ____

Bodley Head 

The Boy on the Shed 

Paul Ferris 

9781473666719    €17.50   ____

Hodder 

The Boy on the Shed is a beautifully

written account of a life, but it also

lifts the lid on big personalities at

Newcastle United.

A captivating account of the Nazi

Olympics - told through the voices

and stories of those who were there.

*Book of Kells Official Guide 

Bernard Meehan 

9780500480243     €15.60   ____

Thames and Hudson

*John Redmond Selected Letters 

Dermot Meleady 

9781785371554     €35.00   ____

Merrion IAP

Equal Power 

Jo Swinson

9781786491879     €18.50   ____

Atlantic 

The Book of Kells is explored through

its historical background; its structure;

its decorative elements, including the

richness of its symbols and themes;

the scribes and artists who worked on

the manuscript; and the tools and 

pigments used in its creation.

In this inspiring and essential book,

deputy leader of the Liberal 

Democrats and former Government

Minister for Women Jo Swinson 

outlines the steps we can all take,

small and large, to make our society

truly gender equal.

*Big Fellow New Edition 

Frank O’Connor 

9781781175583   €14.99    ____

Mercier Press 



Enlightenment Now 

Steven Pinker 

9780241337011   €16.50  ____

Hamilton

Skin in the Game 

Nicholas Nassim Taleb 

9780241300657     €16.50   ____

Hamilton 

Unthinkable 

Helen Thomson 

9781473611757    €17.50    ____

Hodder

Bestselling author of BLACK SWAN is

back with a new book about why we

should only trust those who have 

something to lose. For a society to 

function properly, those who benefit

should also risk something and those

who risk something should benefit. 

NON FICTION

Find out how to avoid getting lost, how

to see more of your reality, even how

exactly you can confirm you are alive.

Think the unthinkable.

One-Week Baby Sleep Solution 

Gina Ford 

9781785040764    €9.60   ____

Ebury 

Gina Ford has helped thousands of

families resolve challenges over the

years and her bestselling New 

Contented Little Baby Book has sold

over 1 million copies around the

world. 

Not That Kind of Love 

Clare Wise 

9781786488466   €16.50    ____

Quercus 

Cycling Munster Revised 

MacCarthy 

9781848893481   €14.99    ____

Collins Press

I Am Unicorn 

Kirsten Riddle 

9781782495659   €12.00    ____

Cico

*Move Train Nourish 

Munnelly 

9781848893351   €19.99   ____

Collins Press

Pedal through tranquil woods and

lakesides, charming towns and 

villages. Discover routes to suit all 

abilities and many hidden gems. 

I am Unicorn contains mythology, 

stories, spells, mantras, inspiring

beauty tips, natural remedies, and 

vibrant, colourful recipes including 

unicorn toast, breakfasts, vegan bowls

and homemade frozen yoghurt.

This is a book for everyone who wants

a complete guide to moving well, 

training well, and nourishing your body

both inside and out.

The Healing Self 

Deepak Chopra 

9781846045707   €12.50    ____

Rider 

False Report 

Christian T. Miller 

9781786330819   €11.50    ____

Cornerstone

Based on investigative files and 

extensive interviews with those 

involved, A False Report is a 

serpentine tale of doubt, lies and a

hunt for justice. 

Davina’s Sugar-Free Family Cookbook 

Davina McCall

9781409175704     €23.50   ____

Orion

Enjoy super quick yummy food to feed

the whole family in no time at all. This

a collection of simple wins - and who

doesn't love those!

The Doctors Wife is Dead 

Andrew Tierney 

9780241979099     €11.50  ____

Hamilton 



That�s not my Chick 
Fiona Watt
9781474942959   �8.40     ____
Usbourne 

A delightful addition to the best-selling

'That's Not My'... series. Babies and

toddlers will love turning the pages,

touching the feely patches and 

spotting the familiar little white mouse

as they look for their chick. This title

would make a lovely present, 

especially in springtime.

Superhero Mum 
Timothy Knapman 
9781788001441   �8.30     ____
Nosy Crow

Mr Impossible and the Easter..
Adam Hargreaves
9781405288828   �7.20     ____
Egmont

I say Ooh You say Ahh
John Kane 
9781783708727   �7.99     ____
Templar 

Mr Impossible is organising an Easter

egg hunt for all the Mr Men and Little

Miss and he is hiding the eggs in the

most impossible places ... Some are so

high that only Mr Tall can find them

and some so low and cleverly hidden

that Mr Small will need to be called.

There�s A Monster in Your Book 
Tom Fletcher 
9780141376103   �7.99    ____
Penguin Books 

The Everywhere Bear 
Julia Donaldson
9781447280743    �7.99   ____
Macmillan

*We�re Going to the Zoo
Sarah Bowie 
9781847179494   �12.99    ____
O�Brien Press 

Unicorn Academy: Scarlett
Julie Sykes
9781788001601    �7.20     ____
Nosy Crow 

The Everywhere Bear is a warm and 

engaging story from Julia Donaldson and

Rebecca Cobb, the creators of The Paper

Dolls, which has sold over 200,000 copies

worldwide and was shortlisted for the

CILIP Kate Greenway Medal.

Imagine a school where you meet

your own unicorn and have amazing

adventures together! That's what

happens for the girls at Unicorn 

Academy on beautiful Unicorn Island. 

Unicorn Academy: Sophia..
Julie Sykes 
9781788001588    �7.20  ____
Nosy Crow

Supersaurs 1: Raptors 
Jay Jay Burrudge 
9781786968012   �7.99  ____
Bonnier 

Superasurs 2: Stegosorcerer
Jay Jay Burridge
9781786968029   �12.50   ____
Bonnier

Horrid Henry�s School Fair 
Francesca Simon
9781510102019  �5.99   ____
Orion 

A thrilling new adventure series:

what would the world look like if 

dinosaurs had never died out?

Packed with revelations, and with

more clues to uncover via the 

Augmented Reality app, this thrilling

African safari adventure takes the

reader deeper into the wonderful

world of Supersaurs.

A hilarious and horrid Early Reader

from bestelling author Francesca

Simon, and illustrator Tony Ross.

Children’s

All mums are brilliant and the mum in

this story is no exception. She doesn't

wear a cape or fly to Earth from Outer

Space, but she runs for the bus so fast it

feels like flying, uses her super strength

to carry her daughter's boots, coat, bag

AND scooter, and can make bumps and

bruises better with just a kiss. This mum

really does have superpowers!



The Wren Hunt 
Mary Watson 
9781408884935    �9.60   ____
Bloomsbury 

Part thriller, part love story, this 

captivating debut novel about a girl

caught in a battle between two 

ancient magics will appeal to 

readers of Frances Hardinge and

Alice Broadway

*Tiger Boots 
Joe O�Brien 
9781788490122   �8.99    ____
O�Brien Press

*Rugby Heroes 
Gerard Siggins 
9781847179975    �8.99    ____
O�Brien Press

Purple Hearts 
Michael Grant 
9781405273886    �8.99   ____
Egmont 

Midnight Gang PB 
David Walliams 
9780008164621    �7.99    ____
Harper Collins 

Misfit 
Howard Charli 
9780241328828    �14.99   ____
Hamilton 

Tom Gates
Liz Pichon 
9781407186795   �7.99  ____
Scholastic 

CHILDRENS

Begone the Raggedy Witches 
Celine Kiernan
9781406366020    �7.99    ____
Walker 

Middle School: Escape to Aus
James Patterson
9781784758172    �8.30   ____
Vintage 

Timmy Failure 
Stephen Pastis 
9781406378344     �7.99    ____
Walker 

Mother�s Day
Shirley Hughes 
9781406381719   �7.99    ____
Walker 

Barry Loser: Worst school trip
Jim Smith 
9781405283991   �7.99  ____
Egmont

Everyone's favourite best worst 

detective is back in Timmy Failure:

The Cat Stole My Pants, the sixth

book in the New York Times 

bestselling series that's perfect for

fans of Wimpy Kid and Tom Gates.

The ninth book in the brilliant Roald

Dahl Funny Prize winning BARRY

LOSER series.



Misadventures of Max Crumbly 
Rachel Renee Russell 
9781471144653   �7.99   ____
S&S

Perfect for fans of Dork Diaries, Diary

of a Wimpy Kid, Tom Gatesand James

Patterson’s Middle School series.

Crash Landing: Book 4 
Robert Muchamore 
9781444914634    �9.50   ____
Hodder 

Love from Lexie 
Cathy Cassidy 
9780141385129   �7.99  ____
Penguin books

Jay, Summer and Dylan are fresh out of

the biggest reality show there is. But

they're about to discover what fame and

fortune are really about.

A Spoonful of Murder 
Robin Stevens
9780141373782   �7.99    ____
Penguin Books 

The first in a gorgeous new series from

the bestselling author of the 

Chocolate Box Girls and the perfect

next step for fans of Jacqueline 

Wilson.

Flamingo Boy
Michael Morpurgo 
9780008134648     �12.50    ____
Harper Collins

A stunning new classic from master

storyteller Michael Morpurgo for

readers of 9+, in the vein of PRIVATE

PEACEFUL and THE BUTTERFLY LION

Wave Me Goodbye 
Jacqueline Wilson 
9780440871514   �7.99    ____
Yearling 

CHILDRENS

Nevermoor
Jessica Townsend 
9781510103825  �8.30    ___
Orion Childrens

Course of True Love 
Cassandra Clare 
9781406379617   �7.99    ____
Walker 

Perfect for fans of the Harry Potter 

series and His Dark Materials, this 

series takes readers into an 

extraordinary world, setting hope and

imagination alive.

When Magnus Bane, warlock, meets

Alec Lightwood, Shadowhunter,

sparks fly. And what happens on their

first date lights a flame...

Fantastically Great Women Who Made

History is the eagerly anticipated follow

up to Kate Pankhurst's hugely 

successful, Fantastically Great Women

Who Changed the World, number one

best-selling children's non-fiction title

in the UK market in 2017.

Red Sister 
Mark Lawrence 
9780008152321    �9.99    ____
Harper Collins 

Fantastically Great Women...
Kate Pankhurst 
9781408878903   �8.40   ____
Bloomsbury 

*Tin 
Padraig Kenny 
9781911077657    �7.99    ____
Chicken House 

*Book of Revenge 
E.R. Murray 
9781781175767    �9.99   ____
Mercier Press

The final installment of the acclaimed

Nine Lives trilogy, sequel to 'The Book

of Learning' and 'The Book of Shadows'.



How to Raise a Mum 
Jean Reagan 
9781444930399   �8.30   ____
Hodder

From the author-illustrator team 

behind the bestselling How to Babysit

a Grandad comes a funny and 

heartwarming celebration of 

mothers, perfect for Mother's Day. 

*Nutshell Heroes Martin Luther King
Nutshell
9781781998984    �4.99   ____
Poolbeg 

CHILDRENS


